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Short CV
I have worked in church with children and young people, also worked as a teacher (mainly RE) in
different schools. I wrote teaching-learning resources for the new syllabus of RE and I am a coauthor of a textbook and different didactical materials for RE.
I was a researcher on the EC Framework 6 project REDCo. Within the REDCo Project my research
has been on how religion is perceived by young people in a secular context. Additionally I have
been interested in perception of religion and tolerance by different ethnic groups in Estonia.
My doctoral research was 'Meeting Religious Diversity: the Role of Schools'. The aim of my
research was to examine the potentials and limitations of RE in coping with religious diversity in
Estonia, especially identifying approaches that can contribute to promoting dialogue and mutual
understanding among representatives of different worldviews and examining how openness towards
others and mutual respect across religious differences might be strengthened.
I am a board member of the Estonian RE Teachers Association, actively involved in improving the
national syllabus for RE, and a member of a team which organizes annual conferences for RE
teachers in Estonia.
Your special contributions to the theory of RE; some notes about your personal intentions,
criticism of other positions or approaches, in short what you want to change and develop.
On the basis of my study, the public concern in Estonia that RE would convert students to
Christianity is poorly grounded. None of the differences in regard to religious belief were
significant among those who studied or did not study RE. Triangulating the data of the quantitative

study to the qualitative, one may suggest that RE does not make students religious, although it
sometimes changes attitudes to become more tolerant; religion is not regarded as something to be
afraid of or ‘a stupid relic from the past’ but as at least an acceptable choice for some people.
The attitudes of those students who studied RE only in primary classes were somewhat
contradictory. On the one hand, they said that they attended religious services and prayed more
frequently. At the same time, they saw religion as nonsense more often than other groups did. The
students who studied RE secondary level saw more often differences as not only normal but also an
interesting part of life. Probably the knowledge they possess about different religions and skills they
acquire lessens their prejudices about religious issues and dread regarding perceived differences.
This also gives courage to be different.
Currently, there is a lack of balanced information about religion among most students in Estonia.
Existing prejudices and regarding religion as a strictly private matter contribute to segregation and
exclusion toward religious students and students who are interested in religion. Although
knowledge about religions is an important prerequisite for mutual understanding it is not sufficient.
My studies on classroom interaction reveal that experience of religious education may contribute to
more open attitudes among students both with religious and secular worldviews. But the
possibilities to promote dialogue between different worldviews are hindered by teacher centered
pedagogical context. Reflective and emphatic approach and contacts with representatives of
different worldviews and religions are needed for promotion of active tolerance.
The findings suggest that those schools that integrate religion into their everyday school culture,
making it more visible and less private, support students’ readiness for respect and tolerance.
Students who had never studied RE (both with and without a religious affiliation) felt
uncomfortable and insecure in encountering a different worldview and lacked the competence
needed for mutual dialogue. RE in secondary schools, on the contrary, made students curious,
developed readiness for discussing religious matters, and also helped increase students’ selfconfidence to maintain and express a different opinion. In this respect RE is not a threat to freedom
but a prospect for it.
Keywords to characterize your research profile
I have studied classroom interaction by using videography, biographical research on teachers, used
mixed method approach in studying young peoples’ attitudes to religion and religious diversity.
Your research and interest fields (short description)
Research on Estonian young people in a secular context, their attitudes to religion and religious
diversity. RE didactics; teachers strategies and biography, values education; contextuality of young
people's attitudes in relation to religion.
Current projects (short summary)
The research project Contextual factors of young people's attitudes and convictions in relation to
religion and religious diversity – The aim of the project is to investigate how young people's
beliefs and commitments are expressed in different discourses of school, family, religious
communities and the youth culture.
During the project new pedagogical approaches will be worked out to promote mutual
understanding among people with different religious and non-religious convictions.
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